Mac Evaluation Utility (MEU)
An application developed by Apple for the enterprise to provide your organization with a snapshot of how the Mac® integrates into your environment.

SHI MEU Assessment
A consultation with accredited Mac experts who translate the MEU data generated into an easy-to-understand format, complete with meaningful metrics and actionable next steps to offer Mac as an integrated part of your organization.

Business Problems Solved
The itemized MEU output, along with our consultation and custom analysis, will provide you with a clear path toward achieving your organization’s goals:
- Ensure effective device management and support
- Reduce help desk tickets by ensuring corporate firewall rules are set up correctly
- Network recommendations extend to certain VPN configurations impacting remote workers

Insights Gained:
- Connectivity to Apple services and mobile device management servers
- Enrollment and device management status
- Identity management integration
- Built-in security protocols enabled
- App compatibility and security
- Policies, profiles, and credentials

Assessment Benefits
Providing a clear picture of Mac in your organization, SHI helps to optimize macOS on corporate networks, prepare for adoption of Apple Silicon, implement Employee Choice programs and upgrade to the latest operating system.

Assessment Topics
- Hardware
- Software
- Network connectivity
- Device management
- Current IT trends
- Mac best practices

Assessment Includes
- Apple Mac Evaluation Utility software application
- One-hour consultation with an accredited Mac expert
- Custom SHI MEU analysis deliverable

Contact your SHI Account Executive for a comprehensive MEU Assessment today.
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